Office building continues unchecked. While office construction fell 2.6% in March, the level of $65.637 billion is 17.7% higher than it was in 2016 and higher than the prior two peak building tops before the last two recessions. There is a lot of talk from some Fed policymakers that business investment is weak, but business investment in office buildings is sure not weak. Boston Fed President Rosengren continues to warn about excessive building or better said he is wondering if building and price appreciation of properties has gone beyond the economic fundamentals. He is watching the potential risks of this commercial real estate sector closely, as it has figured prominently in many historical economic downturns, and he is one FOMC member who wants to hike rates four times this year.

Commercial construction is larger than office building and building here is up 15% from last year to $77.593 billion in March. Apparently you can have bricks and mortar and Amazon retail sales too.
For all the talk of consumers making purchases from their mobile phones and shunning the shops and malls, construction of malls has picked up dramatically finally in this great and long economic expansion from the Great Recession. Shopping mall construction rose over 60% in March 2017 year-to-date from 2016 to $4.487 billion. Shopping mall construction is now greater than it was in 2007 the final year before the recession. The other standout in commercial construction is warehouses which is likely tied to companies like Amazon who need to move product closer to consumers wherever they are in the country for quicker delivery. Warehouse construction totaled $25.578 billion in March 2007 about 50% higher than the 2007 peak year on this new internet sales trend.

While commercial and office investment is soaring, business spending on structures that is part of “investment” had lagged overall because oil & gas drilling structures had collapsed during the oil crash. Fed officials hopefully realized business investment’s weakness was closely tied to crude oil and not to overall economic demand. Business spending on structures soared in Q1 2017, adding 0.6 percentage points to the 0.7% real GDP growth, but most of this came from the resurgence in oil & gas drilling structures. Fracking is back.
JOBLESS CLAIMS—BETTER THAN BEST TIMES NOW FOR LABOR MARKET

Unemployment claims stuck at the new lower level for a second week: 236K for the May 6 week, so next month’s monthly payroll jobs could be another 200K-plus. The labor market continues to tighten up with the new low in the official unemployment rate to 4.4% in April and the number of people receiving unemployment benefits are also at a new low for this “recovery from the Great Recession.” More Fed officials are saying the economy is at full employment even though wages are not seeing much pick up. Low unemployment argues for a June Fed meeting rate hike.

President takes Office

Unemployment

Clinton Jan 1993 7.3%
Bush Jan 2001 4.2%
Obama Jan 2009 7.8%

Unemployment claims stuck at the new lower level for a second week: 236K for the May 6 week, so next month’s monthly payroll jobs could be another 200K-plus. The labor market continues to tighten up with the new low in the official unemployment rate to 4.4% in April and the number of people receiving unemployment benefits are also at a new low for this “recovery from the Great Recession.” More Fed officials are saying the economy is at full employment even though wages are not seeing much pick up. Low unemployment argues for a June Fed meeting rate hike.

TREASURY CURVE FLATTENING STOPS AT 100 BPS, WAITING ON FED HIKES

The yield curve between 2-yrs and 10-yrs was 104 bps on Friday versus 104 bps last week. 10-yr yields moved a little higher from supply perhaps during the Treasury quarterly refunding auctions of 3-yrs, 10-yrs, and 30-yrs. The closing high was Wednesday after the 10-yr auction at 2.41%. The rally on Friday was dramatic following 0.1% core CPI and 0.4% retail sales “missing” 0.6% expectations; bonds rallied to 2.33% as the market thought a Fed rate hike on June 14 was somewhat less probable.
FEDERAL RESERVE POLICY

The Fed meets June 13-14 to consider its monetary policy. It is a press conference meeting where we expect great things to happen. Even uber-Dove Chicago Fed President Evans came out saying this week that the market underestimates the path of interest rates over the next few years: 1.0% today, 1.5% end of 2017, 2.25% end of 2018, and the finish line 3.0% at the end of 2019. Meanwhile, the market in its wisdom judged the data on Friday made a June rate hike less probable. The economic slowdown in the first quarter wasn't as transitory as the Fed May meeting statement said at least for the market’s liking. Retail sales rose just 0.4% in April where a 0.6% gain was expected, nevermind that March’s original 0.2% decline was revised to +0.1%. We think it is really core CPI that is the biggest problem for the market in terms of its Fed expectations where after falling 0.1% last month, core CPI bounced back by just 0.1% in April. This means that core PCE inflation for April released on May 30, the last inflation report before the June Fed decision, could fall back to just 1.4% year-on-year, falling further away from the Fed’s 2.0% objective.

Anyway, the market based odds of a June meeting rate hike (July Fed funds futures) fell back to 68% on Friday after retail sales and CPI from 78% Thursday night, still flashing the green-go light, but not quite as brightly. Fed policy needs to look ahead always so inflation running short of target may not be the relevant driver of monetary policy. Fed officials may put greater emphasis on the low 4.4% unemployment rate: with the economy at full employment inflation pressures start to build it is just a matter of time. Besides the Fed funds rate is still way too low and accommodative at just 1%. We think they will raise rates on June 14, but we always think they will or should raise rates at a bare minimum at every press conference meeting each year all four of them until they get rates up to normal. Stay tuned. Story developing.
CORPORATE BONDS: INTEL, AMGEN, VERIZON, NISOURCE, UPS, PPL CORP

Corporate offerings were $35.6 billion in the May 12 week versus $41.3 billion in the May 5 week. On Tuesday, Costco sold $3.8 billion 4s/5s/7s/10s. It priced $1 billion 3.0% 10-yrs (m-w +15bp) at 70 bps (A1/A+). The mass retailer will use the proceeds for its $7 per share special dividend. Corporate bonds (10-yr Industrials rated A2) were 82 bps above 10-yr Treasuries on Friday versus 84 bps last Friday.

TREASURY MARKET OUTLOOK

EXPECTED 10-YR
2-3 WEEK
TRADING RANGE
2.00% to 2.75%

Week’s 10-YR Range

HIGH 100-15+ 2.32%

Friday, May 12, retail sales 0.4%, core CPI 0.1%

LOW 99-19 2.42%

Thursday, May 11, PPI inflation 0.5% April after -0.1% March
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